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A B S T R A C T
We show that a consistent shallow-water approximation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation written in
a spherical, rotating coordinate system produces, at leading order in a suitable limiting process, a general linear
theory for wind-induced ocean currents which goes beyond the limitations of the classical Ekman spiral. In
particular, we obtain Ekman-type solutions which extend over large regions in both latitude and longitude; we
present examples for constant and for variable eddy viscosities. We also show how an additional restriction on
our solution recovers the classical Ekman solution (which is valid only locally).
1. Introduction
The Ekman spiral (Ekman, 1905) is one of the foundations of physical
oceanography, being the basis for the discussion of ocean circulation in non-
equatorial regions; see Samelson (2011). The familiar approach in the
presentation of this theory is via the f-plane approximation for a homo-
geneous flow, under the assumption of a depth-independent eddy viscosity;
see Vallis (2006). This fundamental solution can be extended (following
Sverdrup; see Sverdrup, 1947), by invoking the -plane approximation. The
predicted (local) spiralling structure of the wind-induced horizontal com-
ponent of the ocean's velocity, combining speed decay with anticyclonic
rotation of direction, both for increasing depth, has been confirmed as
qualitatively accurate by observations and measurements; see McWilliams
and Huckle (2016). However, a number of issues need to be addressed in
order to accommodate ocean flows on the large scale. While density stra-
tification appears to have limited impact on these flows – so we consider
constant-density flow here – the importance of depth-dependent eddy
viscosities has been highlighted in Cronin and Kessler (2009) and Cronin
and Tozuka (2016). In this paper, we include this property and also address
two further issues: Is the Ekman spiral inherently a purely local phenom-
enon? What are the effects of using the (correct) spherical geometry? An
attempt to study the effects of spherical geometry has been made in
Constantin and Johnson (2018b); this approach produces results that go
well beyond the classical Ekman spiral, incorporating more detail than is
possible in the classical tangent-plane approximation, and providing a wide
range of Ekman-type solutions. These new results are easily seen to be a
consequence of using, consistently, a spherical coordinate system. However,
this approach is still valid only in the neighbourhood of a point on the
surface of the sphere, i.e. it is purely local. Of course, the formulation of
oceanic flows in rotating, spherical coordinates is not new; see, for example,
Marshall et al. (1997) and Veronis (1973). However, typical of this earlier
work, the discussion of the Ekman spiral is purely local (as in Veronis,
1973), or the full spherical-coordinate system is developed for the purposes
of numerical simulation (as in Marshall et al., 1997) – no detailed analysis of
the governing equations is attempted.
In this paper, we show how a new (but equally valid; cf. Constantin
and Johnson, 2018b, 2018c) asymptotic approximation leads to a more
general linear theory which is not restricted to small regions on the
surface of the sphere; indeed, the flow region can be as large as we
wish, enabling gyres, for example, to be represented, suitably driven by
a wind-stress pattern over large regions of the oceans. Furthermore, this
formulation also enables us to be precise about the assumptions that
lead to the classical Ekman solution, and why it is necessarily restricted
to the neighbourhood of a point.
We note that, while the small departure of the shape of the Earth
from sphericity is altogether negligible for the study of large-scale
ocean flows (see Wunsch, 2015), the local curvature effects are relevant
in some situations (see Paldor, 2015) and, for this reason, it is then
necessary to go beyond the flat-geometry setting of the f-plane ap-
proximation. The standard approach that incorporates a (weak) con-
tribution from the curvature is the -plane approximation; see Vallis
(2006). However, in contrast to the f-plane approximation, the -plane
equations represent a consistent approximation of the governing
equations for geophysical flows only near the Equator; see the
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discussion in Dellar (2011). And there is an additional complication: the
classical Ekman theory breaks down in equatorial regions; we refer to
Boyd (2018) and to Constantin and Johnson (2015, 2016a) for dis-
cussions of ocean flows near the Equator, where the vanishing of the
meridional component of the Coriolis force favours zonal flow in the
atmosphere and the ocean. Furthermore, nonlinear effects play an im-
portant role – which is in marked contrast to the typical mid-latitude
ocean flows. All these various considerations provide the motivation for
an in-depth study of the linear theory of wind-generated ocean currents
at mid-latitudes, and this within the framework of shallow-water flow
in a spherical, rotating coordinate system.
2. Governing equations
We introduce a set of (right-handed) spherical coordinates, r( , , ): r
is the distance (radius) from the centre of the sphere, [ /2, /2] is the
angle of latitude and [0, 2 ) is the angle of longitude. (We use primes,
throughout the formulation of the problem, to denote physical (dimen-
sional) variables; these will be removed when we non-dimensionalise.) The
unit vectors in this r( , , )-system, for all points but the two poles, are
e e e( , , )r , respectively, and the corresponding velocity components are
u v w( , , ), while P is the pressure and is the (constant) density; e
points from West to East, e from South to North and er upwards (see
Fig. 1). The r( , , )-system is associated with a point fixed on the sphere
(other than the two poles) which is rotating about its polar axis with an
angular speed ×7.29 10 5 rad s−1.
The Navier-Stokes equation and the equation of mass conservation
are (see Gill, 1982)
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with the choice =g constant 9.81 m s 2 for the gravitational term
reasonable for the depths of the oceans on the Earth (see Vallis, 2006).
(In this presentation of the problem, we assume constant-density flow,
with about 1027 kgm−3; it is planned to extend this work, in the
near future, to accommodate density stratification.) The coefficients of
the viscous terms are: 1, the vertical kinematic eddy viscosity, and 2 ,
the horizontal kinematic eddy viscosity, both treated as functions of the
vertical coordinate, r , with /2 1 typically about 104; see Talley et al.
(2011).
At the free surface, = +r R h t( , , ), where R 6378 km is the
(mean) radius of the Earth, we impose a surface pressure and the ki-
nematic boundary condition:
= = +p P t r R h t( , , ) on ( , , ),s (3)
and
= + + = +w h
t
u
r
h v
r
h r R h t
cos
on ( , , ), (4)
respectively, where Ps is the pressure at the surface. For the flows of
interest here the horizontal velocity field should decay rapidly with
depth in the near-surface layer of the region+R d r R h t( , ) ( , , ), where =r R d ( , ) is the
impermeable, solid, stationary bed with= = = =u v w r R d0 on ( , ); (5)
this bottom condition is, in this context, more naturally replaced by the
decay of the horizontal velocity field below the surface layer. (Of
course, close to the solid, bottom boundary, we have a corresponding
Ekman layer, but that is not relevant in the development that we pre-
sent here.) For free surfaces that are fairly close to spherical, the wind-
stress at the surface is specified by
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with the surface wind stress ( , )1 2 related to the vertical eddy visc-
osity by = |( , )|1 1 2 on the surface, where is a (dimensional)
constant in the form of a quadratic function of the wind velocityUwind at
10m above the sea surface: = c U U( , ) | |D1 2 air wind wind with air the
density of air (about 1.2 kgm−3) and with c 0.0013D a (dimension-
less) drag coefficient; see the discussion in Wenegrat et al. (2014). For
example, a wind speed of 10m s−1, often recorded for the trade winds
of the equatorial Pacific, corresponds to a stress of about 0.1 Nm−2.
Free surfaces that deviate significantly from spherical require a more
careful representation of the stresses at the surface, by introducing the
variation in curvature there, a route that we do not follow in this de-
velopment. However, we should note that any relevant solution could
be generated and maintained simply by making a suitable and con-
sistent choice of the functions 1, 2.
We redefine the pressure, p , so that it is measured relative to the
gravitational and centripetal contributions:
= + +p g r r P r t1
2
cos , , , ,2 2 2
(7)
and then write = +r R z ; now we non-dimensionalise according to= = =z D z u v w U u v kw P U P, ( , , ) ( , , ), ,2 (8)
Fig. 1. The spherical coordinate system for mid-latitude oceanic flows, with
[ , ]2 2 the angle of latitude, [0, 2 ) the azimuthal angle (the angle of
longitude) and r the distance from the origin. The unit vectors e and e are not
defined at the two poles.
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where D is an appropriate depth scale (to be chosen later),U a suitable
speed scale, and k a scaling factor (which can be used to characterise
different classes of flows). Thus, writing= D R/ , (9)
we obtain the governing equations for steady flow in the form
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and
+ + + + =z u v k
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where the Laplace operator (used in (10)) is written as
+ + + +z z z m zn z21 ( )( ) 1cos tan ,2 22 2 2 22 22
and we have introduced the parameters= = = =R U R U R i/ , ¯ / ¯ , / ¯ ( 1, 2).ei i2 1 (12)
The first of these is an inverse Rossby number (based on the rate of
rotation of the Earth) and the third is the pair of Reynolds numbers
based on average values of the kinematic eddy viscosities, i¯ =i( 1, 2);
the eddy viscosities are written as= =n z m z( ), ( ).1 1 2 2 (13)
The boundary conditions are adjusted so that they are consistent with,
and drive and maintain, the motions under consideration; we therefore,
using the transformation =h d D h d( , ) ( , ), write these as
= = = =P P u
z
v
z
z h( , ) , ( , ), ( , ) on ( , ),s 1 2
(14)
= + + =k w h u h v h z h11 cos on ( , ), (15)=u v z h( , ) decays rapidly below the surface ( , ), (16)
on the basis that the length scale D( ) is that associated with the
thickness of the surface layer, consistent with the non-dimensionalisa-
tion in 8, as described in Section 3. The complete non-dimensional,
scaled problem for steady flow is described by Eqs. (10)–(16). Wind
drives the near-surface ocean currents and, while there is significant
temporal variability in the wind field, on average a persistent pattern
emerges (see Fig. 2) which motivates the study of steady large-scale
ocean circulation.
3. The underlying linear system: the Ekman balance
We now develop the underlying linear system from the governing
Eqs. (10)–(16), the intention being to show the (parametric) structure
of the problem and the minimal assumptions (i.e. approximations) re-
quired in order to proceed.
We note, for guidance, that the parameters introduced thus far take
the typical values: ×7 10 6 (based on =D 100 m), 4650 and×R 6 10e1 6 (based on =U s0.1 m 1 and the vertical kinematic eddy
viscosity = 10 m s1 1 2 1) but, as always, we must take care not to
confuse numerical values with limiting processes imposed on the full
system of equations. Indeed, it is the imposition of suitable limiting
processes that, to a large extent, controls the nature and structure of the
solution. We make the choice =R1/( )e2 1 , which is equivalent to
taking the familiar length scale
=D ¯ 1 (17)
associated with Ekman (1905), and then we obtain
Fig. 2. Typical ocean wind speed and direction
vectors, averaged over a month, the size being
proportional to the indicated scale, in m s−1
units (observed by NASA's QuikSCAT satellite,
Image Credit: NOOA). Because typically there
are drastic variations in the latitudinal direc-
tion, at fixed longitude, and weak variations in
the longitudinal direction, at fixed latitude, it
is common practice to neglect the dependence
on longitude. However, in the areas of sub-
tropical high pressure, located between the
latitudes 25° and 35° and from which winds
blow equatorward (the trade winds), sig-
nificant longitudinal variations occur; see
Gabler et al. (2017). Moreover, on the large
scales of the Southern Ocean, the weak local
variations of the zonal flow do accumulate; see
Riffenburgh (2007).
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Further, we see that the natural balance of terms (for large and
small ), which ensures that w appears consistently (via the familiar
shallow-water scaling), and so that the vertical pressure gradient sui-
tably drives the vertical flow, leads to the choice
= = =k P
R
, ,
e1 (20)
where we have = O(1) or smaller; we note that the scaling of the
pressure is equivalent to the non-dimensionalisation:=P U ¯ .1
These adjustments now produce
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Eq. (21) is conveniently re-expressed, after dividing throughout by , in
the form
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The associated boundary conditions are written as
= = = =u
z
v
z
z h( , ) , ( , ), ( , ) on ( , ),s 1 2
(24)
= + + =w h u h v h z h11 cos on ( , ), (25)
u v( , ) decays rapidly with depth , (26)
where we have used the decay of the horizontal velocity field as the
appropriate bottom condition relevant to the surface layer.
The system represented by Eqs. (22)–(26), for large and small , is
the appropriate one to work with. This system involves two funda-
mental parameters: and , and our approach is to use these, and these
alone, to define a suitable asymptotic version of the problem. All other
parameters are held fixed since, by definition, they are independent of
these two parameters. However, we do have some freedom: this relates
to the choice of , which measures the strength of the vertical velocity
component. This is used to characterise different classes of oceanic
flow. Indeed, as we will show, it is this choice which allows either a
large-scale solution or the classical (local) Ekman solution. We now
examine an asymptotic reduction of this system and the available so-
lutions.
4. The linear equations and Ekman flows
If the magnitude of the currents suggests that nonlinearity may be
ignored, we can examine the governing equations, 22- 26, by con-
structing a double asymptotic expansion: 0, 1/ 0, keeping and
fixed. The reason for the careful development of the equations is now
clear: we can see the consequences of our approximation procedure
and, additionally, we are able to identify and construct any number of
higher-order terms, thereby improving the accuracy of the results, as
required. The natural way to think about this asymptotics problem is to
expand first in and then to expand each resulting term in 1/ ; indeed,
the structure of the equations suggests that we introduce asymptotic
expansions of the form
q z q z, , ; , 1/ , , ,
n m
n m
nm
0 0
where q (and correspondingly qnm) represent each of the dependent
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functions (but z is omitted in the expansion for h). This prescription
therefore defines the parameter dependence of the solution-set that we
seek here. We can note that the procedure essentially separates the
approximation of the geometry (by virtue of 0) from the approx-
imation of the flow configuration (by imposing 1/ 0, which implies
that the dominant structure is linear); the geometry is the least sig-
nificant element here (although the structure of a spherical shell is still
retained in the shallow-water approximation represented by 0).
The governing equations (from (23) and (22)) that describe the leading
approximation in now become
+ +
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+
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we see that this is a nonlinear system of equations. However, the
leading-order problem of this pair, as 1/ 0, is linear; we obtain
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together with (28); the corresponding boundary conditions are
= == = + =w v z h( , ) , ( , ),( , ), ,on ( , ),s
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u h h
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u v, decay rapidly with increasing depth . (33)
For fixed and , Eqs. (29) and (30) are the classical ones associated
with the Ekman spiral, written here for variable eddy viscosity. In our
formulation of the problem, however, we see that both and are
additional independent variables, and so we may seek solutions on
large domains on the sphere, i.e. we allow curvature in both the azi-
muthal and meridional directions, so the restrictions of the f- and
-plane approximations are removed. The solution of the pair (29)–(30)
then enables the pressure to be found (Eq. (31)) and also the vertical
velocity component (Eq. (28)), provided that = O(1); if the vertical
velocity is of smaller order, i.e. = o (1) as 0, then we may simply
set = 0 in (28) and (32) (but the consequences are significant, as we
will describe shortly). We now present four examples of flows at mid-
latitudes; note that the vanishing of the left side of the Eqs. (29) and
(30) along the Equator =( 0) is indicative of the failure of the Ekman
balance in equatorial flows, for which the zonal wind stress tends to
balance the zonal pressure gradient (see Cronin and Kessler, 2009) and
nonlinear effects are significant at leading order (see the discussion in
Boyd, 2018; Constantin and Johnson, 2018b).
Example 1 For constant eddy viscosity, i.e. n 1, we see that the
general solution for non-equatorial flows (that is, with the requirement
that 0) is= +u z A z( , , ) ( , ) e sin ( ( , ) sgn( ) | sin | ),z | sin | (34)
= +v z A z( , , ) ( , ) e cos ( ( , ) sgn( ) | sin | ) ,z | sin | (35)
for arbitrary functions A and ; these solutions decay as <z 0
decreases. Indeed, for n 1, the combination of (29) and (30) yields
= = +
z
F iF F u iv2 sin where ,
2
2
the general solution of which is a (complex) linear combination, with
coefficients depending on and , of the two functions+± i ze (1 sgn( )) | sin | . On physical grounds we dispense with the
solution whose amplitude grows with depth, thus retaining only+e i z(1 sgn( )) | sin | , which, after multiplication by A ( , )ei ( , ) with>A 0 and [0, 2 ), yields (34)–(35). The pressure and vertical ve-
locity-component (with = O(1)) follow directly by integration (al-
though the w-component involves products of terms that decay ex-
ponentially in z with a polynomial in z). The wind stress generates the
stresses u z/ and v z/ (at the surface), consistent with the main-
tenance of the Ekman flow, i.e.
= + ==uz A , 2| sin | sin , sgn( ) 4 , ,z 0 1
(36)
= + ==vz A , 2| sin | cos , sgn( ) 4 , ,z 0 2
(37)
on the free surface (which we have taken to be simply = =z h 0).
Conversely, given ( , )1 and ( , )2 , the conditions (36)–(37) de-
termine A ( , ) and ( , ) throughout this same region. Note that
(34)–(35) and (36)–(37) yield
+ = + =u iv u
z
i v
z
z1
2| sin |
e on 0 ,i sgn( )4 (38)
so that the wind-induced surface current is deflected by /4 relative to
the wind direction, to the right in the Northern hemisphere and to the
left in the Southern hemisphere. Moreover, (34)–(35) show that the
behaviour of the current is a spiral that decays in amplitude and rotates
clockwise in the Northern hemisphere and counterclockwise in the
Southern hemisphere, with the latitude-dependent turning rate
2| sin | identical to the decay rate (as the depth increases). Thus we
have obtained a solution that, locally, behaves like a conventional
Ekman flow, but is valid throughout a large oceanic region, driven and
maintained by a large-scale wind stress.
The vertical structure of the flow is controlled by the vertical
pressure gradient and the vertical component of the velocity (w). The
pressure boundary condition at the surface ensures that the pressure
field is completely known, at this order, and this can also accommodate
any pressure changes needed to maintain a non-spherical surface. The
complete (leading order) structure of the vertical motion (satisfying the
surface kinematic condition) is determined directly from 28 by in-
tegration in z, given u and v. We note that, with = O(1), the con-
tributions from the horizontal and vertical flows are in balance in 28,
even though the vertical component is O( ) smaller than the horizontal
velocity components. The resulting solution conforms with the familiar
picture of upwelling/downwelling below the surface Ekman layer. This
arises here because, although the z-dependence driven by u and v in-
volves exponential decay with depth, satisfying the surface kinematic
condition necessarily produces a function independent of z in the so-
lution: this is the upwelling/downwelling contribution.
The solution (34)–(35) clearly shows a marked departure from the
conventional Ekman-type solutions, the most significant aspect being
the possibility of incorporating longitude-dependence. It is well-estab-
lished that the surface wind-driven currents on the western side of the
subtropical gyres (the western boundary currents) are stronger than
their eastern counterparts. This western intensification is essentially
due to the change of the Coriolis force with latitude (called the “ -ef-
fect” since it is captured by the -plane approximation, being ignored
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within the setting of the f-plane approximation); see the discussion in
Samelson (2011). We have already noted that the -plane approxima-
tion is not valid at mid-latitudes (see Dellar, 2011); in addition, it
cannot admit variations in the azimuthal direction, and only restricted
variation in the meridional direction close to the Equator. On the other
hand, our formulation allows, within the linear approximation, varia-
tions in both these directions, without restriction. Note that the longest
and strongest oceanic current is the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
(ACC), which encircles Antarctica in a circumpolar loop (see the data in
Constantin and Johnson, 2016b), and the transport of water masses,
associated with the predominantly zonal flow of the ACC, changes with
longitude. For example, an excess of water is carried into the Atlantic
through Drake Passage, compensated by excess water leaving the
Atlantic basin south of Africa (see Riffenburgh, 2007). These con-
siderations show, we suggest, that the extension (with respect to the
classical approach) afforded by the solution (34)–(35) is an adequate
and more realistic model for wind-driven, large-scale currents. □
Example 2 It is clear that the introduction of a variable eddy visc-
osity significantly complicates the mathematical problem, even though
(29)–(31) is a linear system. In order to see what is possible – and many
other avenues could be explored in this context – let us take the model
= ++ <n z z z zz z z( ) , 0 ,, ,00 0
which represents a linear reduction in the value of the eddy viscosity
down to = <z z 00 , and constant below this; here and are positive
constants. The choice of > 0 is not a necessary requirement in this
analysis; with < 0 (but always maintaining >n z( ) 0) we produce the
corresponding solution for an eddy viscosity which increases linearly
with depth, down to a value that remains constant below some depth.
Note that an eddy viscosity having an intermediate maximum may
occur because the turbulence length-scales become smaller as the sur-
face is approached.
The essential structure of the solution in <z z0 follows that de-
scribed in Example 1; our concern here is how to construct the solution
above this level. First, we combine (29) and (30) in the single (complex-
valued) form:
= = +
z
n z F
z
iF F u iv( ) 2 sin where , (39)
and then introduce the change of variable
= = +Z z
n z
zd
( )
1 ln ,
z
0 (40)
so that
= + = = +n z z Z Z z( ) e , 0 1 ln .Z 0 0
Thus we obtain
=F
Z
i F2 e sin ,Z
2
2
where we now treat =F F Z( , , ) and set
= =F A G X X( , ) ( , ) with e ;Z/2
thus (39) becomes
+ = > > = +X G
X
X G
X
i X G X X z8 sin 0 , 1 .2
2
2 2
2
0
0
(41)
The general solution of Eq. (41) is given by
=
+
G X c J X
c Y X
, 2 2 | sin | e
2 2 | sin | e ,
i
i
1 0
sgn( )
2 0
sgn( )
4
4
for some complex constants c1 and c2, where J0 and Y0 are the (complex-
valued) Bessel functions of the first and second kind (see Polyanin and
Zaitsev, 2003). The physically relevant solution is
= >G X c J X X( , ) 2 2 | sin | e , 0 ,i1 0 sgn( )4 (42)
with Y0 removed on the basis that, as = +X z1 decreases (greater
depth), this term would dominate (being divergent for X 0) and its
presence would prevent the observed decay.
The solution provided by (42) corresponds to that given in Madsen
(1977), but there are significant differences here: a dependence on is
permitted, as a parameter, in G X( , ), and this is multiplied by a gen-
eral function A ( , ) in order to recover F. This function, A, is de-
termined by a suitable prescription of the surface wind-stress over a
region of the sphere (as described in Example 1). Here, however, be-
cause we have constructed a rather special solution, we have less
freedom, i.e. only A (not as well, cf. (36)–(37)) can be fixed. An
important aspect of the solution 42 is that it predicts a latitude-de-
pendent deflection angle of the surface current with respect to the wind
direction. Indeed, the deflection angle is the argument of the complex
number
=
=
F
F
G
G
( , , 0)
( , , 0)
2 (1, )
(1, )
e
2 | sin |
.
z X
i J X
J X
sgn( ) e
e
i
i
4 0
2 2 | sin | 4 sgn( )
0
2 2 | sin | 4 sgn( ) (43)
A Maple-study of the formula 43 shows that for 1, small values of
(which correspond to a nearly constant vertical eddy viscosity) yield
deflection angles of about 45°, while for 1.692 2 | sin | the deflection
angle can be as large as 55° (see Fig. 3). Such values, which depart from
the predictions of the classical Ekman theory, are encountered in field
data gathered in the northeastern Pacific, in the vicinity of 47°N, 140°W
(see the discussion in Röhrs and Christensen, 2015). □
Example 3 For some non-equatorial flows at low latitudes, turbu-
lence measurements indicate an exponential decay of the vertical eddy
viscosity in the near-surface layer, a realistic model being (see Cronin
and Kessler, 2009; Cronin and Tozuka, 2016; Wenegrat and McPhaden,
2016)
= <n z a c z za c z z( ) (e ), 0 ,(e ), ;bzbz 0 00
here a b c, , are positive constants with <c ebz0, while = <z z 00 de-
fines the bottom of the near-surface layer in which the exponential
decay occurs. The essential structure of the solution in <z z0 is that
described in Example 1, so that we only have to investigate the wind-
induced near-surface current (above the level =z z0). As in Example 2,
we combine (29) and (30) in the single (complex-valued) Eq. (39). Let
us now introduce the change of variable
= = =Z z
n z abc
c
c
cd
( )
1 ln e
(1 )e
, (1 )e ,
z bz
bz
abcZ
0 (44)
so that
= =n z ac c c( )
1
, 1 1
e
.bz0 0
Setting
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=F z A G( , , ) ( , ) ( , ),
we transform (39) into the hypergeometric equation
+ =
> > =
G G i
ab c
G
c c
1 2 sin 1
(1 )
0 ,
1 1
e
.bz
2
2 2
0 0 (45)
If we denote
= + =i
b ac
sgn( ) | sin | , ,
then a solution of (45) is
= =G c c c( , ) ( , ; 1; ), 1 1
e
,bz1 0 0 (46)
where c1 is an arbitrary(complex) constant and is Gauss's hy-
pergeometric function, which is analytic in the unit disk centred at the
origin of the complex -plane and attains the value 01( ) ( ) at = 0;
see Abramowitz and Stegun (1964). In addition to (46), Eq. (45) admits
another linearly independent solution, which, however, features a
logarithmic singularity at = 0 (see Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964) and
therefore must be ruled out on physical grounds (i.e. in order to capture
the observed decay with depth). From (46) we see that again the de-
flection angle of the wind-generated surface current is latitude-depen-
dent, being given by the argument of the complex number
= =F
F
G c
G c
c
c
( , , 0)
( , , 0)
(1 , )
(1 , )
( , ; 1; 1 )
( , ; 1; 1 )
,
z (47)
which produces a deflection angle, in the Northern hemisphere, which
can be as large as 65° to the right, for =c 0.05 and 0.774b ac1 | sin | .
Such large values of the deflection angle have been found at latitudes
equatorward of 30°N in the Atlantic (see the discussion in Rio and
Hernandez, 2003). Note that while the solution (46) corresponds to that
given in Miles (1997) for flows in the atmospheric boundary-layer (see
the discussion in Constantin and Johnson (2018a) for an overview of
atmospheric Ekman-type flows), our considerations extend its validity
by removing any restrictions on the horizontal size of the flow region
(as long as it avoids the Equator).□
Example 4 Our final example follows a quite different route. We
have developed the general (linear) theory, and related examples, on
the assumption that the vertical component of the velocity field appears
at this order, i.e. = O(1). If, however, the general flow configuration
suggests that the vertical velocities are much weaker, then we must
invoke the requirement that = o (1) as 0; this implies that in (28)
we set = 0. (This corresponds to the familiar choice made as an in-
gredient in the classical Ekman model.) But then (28) becomes
+ =u v cos 0 ,
(48)
which constitutes a restriction on the possible solutions of (29) and
(30). Indeed, from (48) we see that a stream function z( , , ) ne-
cessarily exists for the horizontal velocity components, with
= =u v, 1
cos
. (49)
Substituting (49) into (29) and (30), and then differentiating (29) with
respect to and (30) with respect to , leads to the compatibiliy con-
dition
+ + =1
cos
tan cot 02 (50)
at every fixed depth z 0. The fact that the first three terms on the left
side of (50) are the expression of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the
sphere suggests that we transform this problem, by means of the ste-
reographic projection, into an elliptic equation in planar geometry.
More precisely, consider the stereographic projection from the North
Pole to the tangent plane at the South Pole (see Fig. 4), defined by
= +r r, e with 2(1 sin )
cos
,i
(51)
where r( , ) are the polar coordinates in the plane parallel to the
Equator. By means of (51), we transform Eq. (50) into equivalent linear
elliptic partial differential equation
+ + + =16( ) 16 0 ,2 2 2 (52)
where = +2 2 is the Laplace operator, expressed in terms of the
planar Cartesian coordinates ( , ), with + = +i ei2(1 sin )cos and
where we have written =z z( , , ) ( , , ).
Note that the Eq. (52) is not singular since we investigate flows
away from the Equator and the circle + = 42 2 is the stereographic
projection of the Equator. Eq. (50) holds in a (possibly large-scale) re-
gion on the surface of the sphere where the wind forcing exists; outside
this region, there is no wind stress and so we take the horizontal ve-
locity field to be zero. By means of the stereographic projection (51),
this region is mapped into a planar region, inside which (52) is to be
solved; see also Constantin and Johnson (2017). Since the differential
operator in (52) is a first-order perturbation of the Laplace operator, the
strong maximum principle applies (see the discussion in Appendix 3.5.5
in Constantin, 2011) and we deduce that both the minimum and the
maximum of a solution have to be attained on the boundary of this
region; moreover, unless is constant throughout the region, Hopf's
boundary lemma (see Constantin, 2011) ensures that the normal deri-
vative of at these extrema on the boundary of the planar region does
not vanish. However, since the change of variables (51) in combination
with (49) yields
= + +
= +
u v
u v
cos
2(1 sin )
cos sin ,
cos
2(1 sin )
sin cos ,
2
2
we see that the normal derivative of vanishes throughout the
boundary of the planar region. We conclude that features no varia-
tion in and , being merely dependent on the z-variable. This implies
that both and are fixed: the resulting solution (i.e. (34)–(35) with
(36)–(37)) is now valid only in the neighbourhood of a point on the
surface of the sphere. In summary, we see that our more general ap-
proach to problems of Ekman-type, which shows that there is no re-
striction to size on the sphere, makes clear that it is the assumption of
no vertical motion (at this order) which limits the validity of the
Fig. 3. Sketch of the near-surface horizontal currents driven by a steady east-
ward wind in the Northern Hemisphere: the surface current can be deflected at
an angle of about °55 to the right of the wind direction, while beneath the
surface the velocity vector rotates to the right of that in the layer above, pro-
ducing a spiralling current whose speed rapidly decays as the depth increases.
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solution: weak vertical motion implies that classical Ekman flow is valid
only locally.□
Remark One final observation: the above development, leading to a
reduced system of governing equations, is based on the construction of
a suitable (double) asymptotic expansion of the governing equations,
and so the role, and possible complications, associated with the higher-
order terms need to be mentioned. Firstly, the expansion procedure
using is typical of shallow-water approximations: this produces solu-
tions that are polynomial in z, and this scaled z (based on the Ekman
thickness) can become large as we move deeper. However, this is not a
serious problem in the light of the properties of the (relevant) solutions,
with exponential decay, that are associated with using a further ex-
pansion in 1/ . Secondly, and importantly, this produces terms in the
expansions (i.e. solutions) that are polynomial in z, but which also
decay exponentially with depth, so any polynomial growth is killed.
(Technically, there is a breakdown of the asymptotic expansion for=z O( ), and this arises well before any breakdown from =z O(1/ ),
but for this rescaled problem, as we have just indicated, the solution is
exponentially small.) Finally, due to our choice of coordinates, we need
to avoid the poles since e and e are not defined there; the South Pole,
in any event, being surrounded by land mass, is of no relevance for
ocean flows. In summary, therefore, we can have a reasonable level of
confidence in the results described above, under the conditions that we
have laid down. Higher-order terms, which begin the process of in-
corporating the effects of nonlinearity in particular, are readily con-
structed.□
5. Conclusion
The development presented here, based on a careful (asymptotic)
approximation, is guided by small (i.e. a shallow-water or thin-shell
description) and large (i.e. small Rossby number). Most significantly,
though, we make no further fundamental assumptions about the nature
of the flow or of the geometry. In particular, this implies that we have
no need to invoke a tangent-plane approximation (in the guise of the f-
plane or -plane): we are able to work with the full, spherical geometry
in a thin shell. The upshot is that we have produced a natural gen-
eralisation and extension of the classical Ekman flow. Indeed, if we are
given a surface wind-stress which is generated by a large, rotating wind
system at mid-latitudes, then our solution will represent large gyre-like
circulations of the oceans. Furthermore, in the neighbourhood of every
point within this region of a such a flow pattern, we have the familiar
structure of the Ekman spiral. This formulation also allows us to find
the associated vertical pressure distribution and, most importantly, the
vertical component of the velocity field, because both these elements
are retained consistently, and at the same order, as the horizontal
(Ekman) velocity field. Moreover, because we have used a systematic
approach (based on asymptotic expansions), we can have considerable
confidence in the structure of the solution that we have obtained – it is
altogether consistent with the full set of governing equations – and we
can readily extend to higher order, if appropriate.
Our careful approach to this classical problem, based on the sys-
tematic use of asymptotic approximations, provides, we suggest, a
significant development in the study of this branch of physical ocea-
nography. The standard model which provides the start of an Ekman-
style investigation includes the assumption of no vertical motion:
w 0. This, however, constitutes an additional assumption within our
version of the problem, which then leads to the existence of a stream
function for the horizontal motion which, in turn, forces the restriction
to the neighbourhood of a point on the surface of the sphere: the fa-
miliar Ekman solution. Significantly, we have shown that the choice to
impose w 0 (at leading order) is altogether unnecessary and, indeed,
severely limits the relevance and applicability of the theory.
The formulation that we have adopted admits variable eddy visc-
osity and so we are able to use our generalisation of Ekman-type flows
with this additional ingredient (and in the current presentation, we
have opted for constant density). To this end, we have presented two
examples of variable eddy viscosity; these show that we can construct
solutions which have a current-relative-to-wind-direction deflection in
excess of 45°. This is coupled with the familiar rotation and decay-with-
depth in the surface layer.
In conclusion, we have, albeit via a linear theory, provided a means
for describing these flows in some detail. The extension to a corre-
sponding nonlinear theory (which is obtained directly by invoking an
additional scaling in ) is left for a future investigation; this is certainly
important if we wish to capture more of the observed properties of
oceanic flows. However, we suggest that the linear results that we have
outlined here are themselves worthy of some further investigation; in
particular, they can be used to find the effects of a specific surface wind-
stress on the velocity field, and to describe the associated upwelling or
downwelling below the Ekman layer. The pressure field is also acces-
sible. There is some evidence that density stratification cannot be to-
tally ignored; this is planned as an ingredient in future work. Finally,
the construction and role of the higher-order terms can be investigated,
Fig. 4. Depiction of the stereographic projection from the North Pole N to the tangent plane at the South Pole S: the point P on the surface of the sphere is mapped
into the intersection point P^ of this plane with the ray from N to P. While the stereographic projection preserves angles between curves, it distorts areas dramatically.
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some of which may contain important auxiliary information about the
flow field. It is clear that there is much still to do, both to test and to
extend this work.
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